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pulse oximeter - fundamentals and design - the pulse oximeter analyzes the light absorption of
two wavelengths from the pulsatile-added volume of oxygenated arterial blood (ac/dc) and calculates
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the upper part of the diaphragm valve. 2 each competition base is different. below is a list of all the
requirements that have to be considered. not all of them are measurable according to the base that
needs to be adapted. this step is crucial because a mistake can lead to leakage in the plate.
lidar pulsed time of flight reference design (rev. b) - 2.3.1.2 pulse tof estimation the pulse tof
estimation makes a direct measure of the tof between emission of the laser light and receiving it.
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reflectance-based pulse oximeter for the chest and wrist - measurements from the chest and
wrist. in this project, a reflectance-based pulse oximeter was built and used to collect measurements
while sitting, standing, during self-induced hypoxia, and during self-induced hyperventilation then
compared to the measurements taken by a homedic deluxe pulse oximeter.
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a pulse oximeter on an atmega644 microcontroller - version of a pulse oximeter from a relatively
cheap set of parts  including a microcontroller. an off-the-shelf microcontroller has enough
processing power to perform the tasks required for this design; however, in any commercial
application, specialized hardware will be designed that is specifically suited to the task.
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